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Chapter 362 

Brutal! 

Nash was too brutal! 

That was a stage nine great-grandmaster. 

He was the world-class expert Duncan brought back from Mandagor. 

Duncan learned all his skills from him. 

Was he not one of Duncan’s biggest trump cards too? 

Yet now… Nash wiped him out with a single slap? 

Duncan was terrified, almost feeling his scalp explode. His once gentle face turned pale as paper. 

He thought his plan was flawless. 

 had 

 not just the Smiling Grim Reaper who was skilled in killing; he also possessed a meticulous 

 do have some sense in you, but 

 saying these words emotionlessly, Nash left with 

 witnessed Nash crush Crow’s head before and now seeing it again, Xeno felt a churn 

 their retreating figures tremblingly. 

 I’m sorry… I couldn’t protect 

 order to deal with Nash, Duncan had prepared three plans. 

 Nash with a fake cremated body. If Nash found out, he would activate the second plan 

 met a witch doctor in Mandagor who had a potion that could induce a death-like state in 

 his grandfather was safe, but Nash still destroyed his grandfather to 

 secret of Nash being from 

 have threatened Nash using this knowledge to 

 over 30 timed emails to be sent out, all 

 plans could be said to be foolproof. 

 thorough. He first realized the cremated body was not Sheldon and then 

The third plan was unnecessary since Nash never intended to wipe out the entire Duersons. 



Nash’s final words indicated he knew Duncan had deduced his identity. If Duncan revealed this secret, 

the Duersons would surely perish. 

Duncan, with his secretly trained bodyguards, went to the villa’s underground garage. 

Inside, the 36 members of the Duersons were gathered. The men played poker, the women shopped on 

their tablets, and the children played happily together. 

“Dun… Have you killed that Nash guy yet?” Duncan’s adoptive father, Quinton Duerson, asked. 

Seeing the bodyguards Duncan brought, his adoptive father’s eyelids twitched. 

The rest of the Duersons turned to look as well. 

“I’ve arranged for all of you to immigrate. You’ll settle in Moliga tomorrow,” Duncan said calmly. 

Hearing this, the Duersons became furious. 

“Duncan… what do you mean? 

“You’re just an adopted son. Are you trying to take over the Duersons?” 

 


